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Abstract 

Chemotaxis is one of the most studied signaling systems in bacteria. This pathway             

allows the cell to move depending on the concentration gradients. One of the most              

characteristic properties of this system is adaptation. Thanks to this, the cell can have a               

short-term memory about temporal change in the concentration of the sensed ligand in which              

proteins such as CheA are supposed to come back to the prestimulus level if the               

concentration does not change after a certain amount of time. Methylation and demethylation             

of receptors is the most well known way to achieve this. However, more recent evidence has                

shown that this behavior may also be due to other processes such as receptor clustering. In                

this study, we address the role of receptor clustering in intracellular signal transduction within              

Escherichia coli and how it affects adaptation in the cell. As we were interested in               

understanding how the transmission of information changed in a quantitative way due to             

clustering, we used a Information Theory analysis of the system. To model the signaling              

path, we used a system of differential equations from which we made deterministic and              

stochastic simulations. With the results of the first, we could observe slightly imperfect             

adaptation that goes against what is assured for the experimental data that we had as a                

reference. The results of stochastic simulations allowed us to observe how noise behaved             

within the cell and to make the corresponding information calculations to evaluate our             

hypothesis. For the latter, we use three types of ligand inputs to further evaluate information               

processing in different environments. We obtained a greater difference in the Mutual            

Information calculated for the most realistic input when we compared the system with and              

without clustering, which allowed us to evaluate in a quantitative way the contribution in              

signal processing due to the clustering effect. Furthermore, this type of analysis gives us              

evidence on how clustering increases the dynamic range in adaptation in chemotaxis. 
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Introduction 

 

Organisms are continually sensing their environment to adapt their cellular responses           

to changes. One of the most characterized examples of this phenomenon in bacteria is              

chemotaxis. This signaling system is responsible for changing the microorganism swimming           

direction as a function of environmental changes in the chemical gradient of important             

metabolism compounds (Frank, Piñas, Cohen, Parkinson, Vaknin, 2016). It has been well            

characterized in the Gram negative bacteria from the family Enterobacteriaceae, Escherichia           

coli. In this study we focus on the effect of receptor clustering on the sensibility to very                 

different ranges of concentration. We used information theory to quantitatively study the            

effect of receptor clustering on information transmission.  

In the cell, the desired trajectory is achieved controlling the frequency of two kinds of               

movements: run and tumble. The first one happens when the flagella rotates in counter              

clockwise (CCW) direction, forming a bundle and inducing the microorganism to go in a              

straight direction. In the opposite case, flagella rotate in clockwise direction (CW) provoking             

tumble movement in E. coli (Emonet et al, 2005). In the pathway, a phosphorylation cascade               

is responsible for controlling the two kind of movements. The environmental concentration of             

the molecules usually sensed by the bacteria can vary over five orders of magnitude (Sourjik               

& Wingreen, 2012) so is important to have mechanisms that can assure both sensitivity and               

a wide range of ligands to which the cell can respond. To achieve this, the most known                 

mechanism is adaptation due methylation and demethylation of receptors that is usually            

referred as perfect adaptation(Clausznitzer et al., 2010).  
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Escherichia coli has five transmembranal receptors called MCPs (Methyl-acceptors          

proteins) that sense the relevant molecules in their environment (Frank, Piñas, Cohen,            

Parkinson Vaknin, 2016). The most abundant types of receptors, Tar and Tsr, organize             

themselves in trimers of dimers, a structure that has been reported as the minimum signaling               

unit (Boldog et al., 2006). The first one senses aspartate, and the latter, serine and maltose                

(Paulick & Sourjik 2018) . These groups of receptors are found in vivo in big clusters located                 

in the cell poles. (Keymer et al, 2008). Chemotaxis has features that allows the system               

respond dynamically to different ligand distributions in the environment.  

When an attractant is bound or an inhibitor is released to/from the periplasmic domain              

of the receptors, the type II histidine kinase, CheA, cannot phosphorylate itself (Paulick &              

Sourjik 2018) (Pan, Dahlquist & Hazelbauer, 2017). This means that this protein cannot             

transfer the phosphate group to CheY, so the last cannot bind to the flagella receptors (Micali                

Endres, 2016). As a consequence, flagella will turn in a clockwise direction and the cell will                

go in a straight direction. In the opposite case, CheA autophosphorylates and so can CheY,               

making the last able to bind to the flagella receptors inducing flagella to turn in               

counterclockwise direction (Sourjik Berg, 2002). This movement provokes the disorganization          

of all the flagella and makes the bacteria change its direction randomly (Andrews, Yi,              

Iglesias, 2006).  

To obtaining information about which path is more favorable, and detect temporal            

dynamics as it moves, the cell compares the spatial differences in the concentration of a               

chemical of interest and changes the methylation state of different sites in the receptors              

(Andrews, Yi Iglesias, 2006). Two proteins are involved in the mechanism: CheR and CheB.              

The first one methylates the receptors slowly but constitutively and the latter demethylates             

the receptors only when it is in its phosphorylated form (Sourjik Berg, 2002). CheA is also                

responsible for transferring the phosphate group to CheB, so when the CheA is activated,              
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CheB’s demethylation rate rises. Receptor methylation increases its activity, which translates           

in a higher CheA autophosphorylation rate (Keymer, Endres, Skoge, Meir, Wingreen, 2006).  

As a consequence of these proteins action, the system presents an important            

behavior usually referred as adaptation, in which, the proteins tend to return to its prestimulus               

level if the concentration of the ligand does not change after certain time. Adaptation is               

usually reported to be precise, it means that cells return to the same rate of tumble if                 

chemoeffector levels stop changing. This phenomenon is also robust for a big range of              

different chemotactic proteins (Tu, 2013). Asymmetries in methylation and demethylation          

rates cause a slower adaptation to the addition of attractant and a quick adaptation when it is                 

removed. This property is quite important for the cell when it is trying to escape from toxins                 

(Clausznitzer et al., 2010). Furthermore, the relationship between methylation activation and           

receptor activity is known to follow a decreasing and monotonous function. This helps the cell               

to have a longer memory when the gradient is favorable and to be able to recover quickly                 

when there are changes in the environment (Chalah & Weis, 2005). Traditionally, all these              

characteristics are mainly attributed to the action of CheR and CheB, however, with this              

study we want to explore how receptor clustering contributes to some of the properties              

assigned to the effect of perfect adaptation.  

Is also important to highlight that receptor agrupation in one of the cells poles              

provokes a positive feedback in the signal (Sourjik & Berg,2002). This makes the system              

more sensitive to changes in the concentration (Keymer et al., 2006) and expands the range               

of concentrations that the cell can respond to. Despite the fact that the existence of clustering                

is well documented, mathematical attempts to describe this behavior are not common. The             

models that integrate clustering in chemotactic response include a term that affects the CheA              

phosphorylation and depends on the number of receptors, ligand concentration and its            

associated dissociation constants. This is the case of the MWC model           
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(Monod-Wyman-Changeux), which assumes that clusters have a static structure. There are           

more complex models, Ising type, that try to study cooperativity between receptors but they              

make the same static assumption about cluster conformation. In 2010, Clausznitzer et al.             

published a dynamic version of MWC model which includes a term that represents how the               

clustering size changes as a function of ligand in the environment. However, the             

mathematical expressions obtained about the clustering dynamics were the result of a            

regression based on experimental dose-response curves made by Endres et al (2008). In             

this study an indirect calculation of receptor number using Principal Component Analysis of             

experimental data was performed. The results of this analysis were adjusted to the MWC              

model to obtain the number of receptors for each response. No experimental data that              

supports the mathematical expression about the clustering dynamics presented by the           

mentioned studies was found. In 2013, Frank & Vaknin published their experimental results             

about how the cluster structure was affected by the ligand and how that relationship              

influences the CheA response. 

Chemotaxis is just one of the examples where signals from the environment provoke             

different behaviour inside the cell. In biology, a lot of details are known about how each                

molecule in the signaling pathways interacts with each other, but little is known about how               

the information flows in a quantitative way through the cell when one of those systems is                

stimulated and what are the biological implications of information processing in the            

organisms. Information Theory, developed by Claude Shannon around 1948, allows us to            

analyze in a quantitative way how a system processes information from the environment.             

Although this analysis is usually performed in electrical and computational circuits, the            

definition of the models analyzed with Information Theory allows the inclusion of biological             

systems. Every model in Information Theory is analyzed as a device made up by an               

information source, a transmitter, a channel, a receptor and a destination (Shannon,1948).            

First, there is a message to transmit; the transmitter is responsible of making a signal from                
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the information source apt to be transmitted; the channel is the medium through which the               

signal passes and is always noisy; the receptor is in charge of the signal reconstruction and                

the last, is responsible for receiving the uncodified message (Shannon,1948). One of the             

most relevant convergence points of the Biology and Information Theory is the capacity to              

respond to an imperfect stimulus, that is, a noisy signal, in the environment (Taillefumier              

Wingreen, 2015).  

This has been applied to the biological systems in different ways (Pfeifer,2009),            

(Ohya Sato, 2000), (Schneider,2010), (Koonin, 2016), (Mousavian et al, 2016), but one of             

the most relevant applications to us is decision making under different stimuli (Taillefumier             

Wingreen, 2015). This usually is seen in biochemical pathways and is the most common              

approach because of the importance of the signal transmission and interpretation from            

extracellular media inputs. The latter allows the cell to adjust its physiology to changing              

external conditions. A clear example of this is a study made by Selimkhanov et al.               

(Selimkhanov et al., 2014) whose main objective was to understand the mechanisms that the              

human cells have to sense signals while it avoids information loss due to extrinsic noise in                

the ERK (Extracellular Signal Regulated Kinase), Calcium and NK-кβ pathways. The authors            

found that dynamic signaling mitigates, and potentially can eliminate, loss of information due             

to extrinsic noise (Selimkhanov et al. 2014). 

One of the models per excellence in bacterial cellular communication is Quorum            

Sensing (QS), in which the microorganisms secrete and sense molecules called           

autoinducers in order to control their cellular division depending on the microorganism            

population around them (Long et al., 2009). There are few Information Theory            

approximations around this phenomenon but Taillefumier and Wingreen (2015) performed a           

study in which the aim was to know how QS in Vibrio cholerae optimizes mutual information                

and the role of feedbacks in information transmission. This study was based on a previous               
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one made by Pankaj Mehta et al. (2009) where the analysis from Shannon's theory in the QS                 

system focused on the mutual information in the multiple signals channel integration. 

In this study, an Information Theory analysis was performed to understand how the             

clustering affects the signal processing in E. coli. Even though it is well known that adaptation                

due to methylation of receptors is responsible for chemotaxis adaptation, additional effects in             

this characteristic due to other proteins in the pathway have barely been explored. On the               

other hand, the aforementioned studies about the dynamics of the clustering left an open              

question about the evolutionary reasons of the ligand dependence in the cluster organization.             

Besides sensitivity and the response-adaptation relation, explained previously, there are no           

other known properties of bacterial clustering. That is why exploring dynamical clustering as             

another adaptation level is relevant in order to understand signal transduction in E. coli              

chemotaxis . 

Taking this into account, computational simulations were performed to obtain the           

distributions needed to make an accurate Information Theory analysis of the clustering            

dynamics of the chemotaxis system in E. coli. The answers to this kind of problem can be                 

applied to disciplines like Synthetic Biology where knowledge about how the organism works             

is crucial to make modifications that behave as desired. Also, Chemotaxis, as mentioned             

before, is one of the models of signaling pathways so understanding how a signal is               

processed in bacteria can help to understand these systems, especially those in which             

phosphorylation cascades are involved. 

 

 

Methods  

Model construction and parameter acquisition 
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Chemotaxis in E. coli was modeled as a differential equation (DE) system following the law of                

conservation of mass. Our main interest was to understand how a signal is processed inside               

the cell and for that reason, cheZ, CheY and flagellar response were not considered for the                

modelling. Besides that, because ligation of attractant and phosphorylation are much faster            

than the rest of the reactions, we modeled the receptor state and its contributions to CheA                

phosphorylation in longer timescales, only taking into account its value in steady state. In the               

literature there are many models for this signaling system, we mainly rely on the assumptions               

used in the Barkai & Leiber model. More detail on this is found in the results and discussion. 

In our equations all variables start with a capital letter, and the associated rates for each                

process start with a lowercase letter. To define the values of these constants, reported              

parameters in literature were collected (see table 1). After that, all parameters were fixed              

except for kdm, kbn, kunb, k1, k2 and k3. 

Mathematical formalization of receptor clustering. 

 To our knowledge, there is no model that successfully describes the dynamics of             

receptor clustering and its direct effect in the CheA phosphorylation, we constructed the             

necessary mathematical expression to add it to the model. To do this, we used results               

reported by V. Frank & A.Varkin (2013). Their experiments were especially relevant to us              

because they studied how the ligand concentration affected the clustering conformation and            

the implication of these changes in CheA autophosphorylation. The authors proved that            

clustering was enhanced after adding ligand for a long time but, when dropping the ligand               

concentration, the packaging of chemoreceptor was never too low to change cluster size. To              

obtain the relationship with kinase activity, independently of methylation effects, the authors            

used strains with knockouts in CheR, CheB and CheY genes. This implies that the only way                
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to provoke autophosphorylation would be thanks to the receptors and its clustering            

response. 

With Frank & Vaknin’s (2013) results, we obtained the change in the response of CheA               

phosphorylation due to clustering when different concentrations of attractant were applied or            

removed. The total clustering response to ligand reached approximately half of its value             

instantly when the cell begins to be stimulated with the attractant. The other half of the                

response will be achieved logarithmically. Here we are only interested in evaluating the             

clustering effect on the mutual information due to the initial instantaneous response. Each             

time the cell  was faced to a new stimulus  the parameter “clust” was calculated.  

 This calculation has 2 steps:  

1. Choosing the clustering level of the cell. 

We made a linear regression from figure 2b in Frank & Vaknin’s study . As we                

previously mentioned this represents the initial instantaneous response of receptors          

to the input.  

Eq 1.  

The obtained expression corresponds to eq. 1, where nCl is the clustering level and              

M is the number of ligand molecules in the environment. Before integrate this value to               

the second step we made a correction described by equation 2.  

Eq 2 

2. Kinase associated activity to clustering level. 

This is translated into our equations as a new parameter that affects the amount of               

CheAp, specifically in the equation for ACT(eq. 13) . To obtain the effect in the kinase                
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we used figure 5 in Frank & Vaknin’s study. In this graph, the kinase activity as a                 

function of ligand can be seen in two cases: when the cell has no clustering effect and                 

when the clustering effect is maximum. From those two functions, we obtained the             

difference between the curves and we made a gaussian fit (R2=0.9908) to get the              

mathematical equation that describes  that difference (See eq. 3). 

Eq 3. 

In this expression a, b and c are parameters of the gaussian fit with values 0.47,                 

3.23*104 and 2.13*104 respectively. Eq. 3 represents the case where the cell passes             

from a state with no clustering to one where the clustering is maximum, or vice versa.                

To obtain the intermediated states, for simplicity, and because we did not find any              

evidence of the opposite, we assumed that the relationship between clustering and            

kinase activity was proportional. 

So after obtaining the value of nCl in step 1, a correction to express the clustering                

reduced kinase activity in eq 2.  was made, and this value was multiplied by eq 3. 

Lastly, DifCl value is subtracted from the one corresponding to the system in a state               

with no clustering (Black line figure 5,  Frank & Varkin (2013)) following the eq 4,  

Eq 4 

where A(M) is the value of Hill’s function that describes the kinase activity without the               

clustering effect for a particular ligand concentration (M). 

 

 

Model implementation  
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The equations that described the system were modeled with deterministic and stochastic            

simulations. In order to compare the function of clustering in signal transduction we made two               

algorithms for each type of simulation, one including the clustering effect and one without it. 

For deterministic modeling, we use an algorithm based in Euler's method to solve the DE               

of our system. We obtained a similar behaviour to what we were expecting but to ensure a                 

correct biological representation of the model we did a fit with some of the systems               

parameters. We made this fitting using experiments as reference and trying to preserve             

three main aspects of the Chemotaxis response shown in figure 2a: time to reach adaptation,               

signal amplitude, and adaptation level. Also, because the signaling system in wild type             

bacteria includes the clustering effect, we made the parameter fitting with the simulation             

including this feature. 

The deterministic simulations are useful to understand the behaviour of the system with low              

computational time but they can hide some of the details of the model. Although stochastic               

simulations are necessary for information theory calculations, we made determinists to see            

how the system behaved in a general way and to make the necessary parameter              

adjustments, taking advantage of the fact that these types of simulations are very fast and               

require little computational power. This helped us correct errors in the model early. In              

biological systems, simulations that include noise are important mainly because there is            

intrinsic stochasticity in the organisms. For the signaling systems, those effects are due to              

phenomena like brownian motion (thermal collisions with water, solutes, macromolecules).          

To include stochasticity to analyse the system we used the Gillespie algorithm to solve the               

differential equation and we included Euler’ method for equations that did not vary through              

time.  
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Input choice.  

The different distributions of ligand in the environment will let the cell learn different              

things about its surroundings. That is why choosing the right distribution of attractant is              

important to obtain the value of information that will answer our biological question. To test               

how important it was to choose this distribution we performed the simulations with three kinds               

of inputs. In all cases a constant amount of ligand was in the environment for the first 300 s                   

(l1) and then, a certain amount of ligand molecules was added to the media and kept it in that                   

level for 100 s more(l2). For input 1, l1 was kept in 39000 molecules of ligand for each cell                   

and ligand increase was chosen randomly from a normal distribution (μ=39000 molecules,            

σ=5000 molecules). In input 2, l1 was chosen randomly from a normal distribution (μ=39000              

molecules, σ=5000 molecules) and the ligand increase had a fixed value (10000 molecules             

over the initial value or proportional by 5 % to it). In the case of input 3, the value for l1 was                      

chosen in the same way as input 2 but l2 was not fixed but proportional to 1% to the l1 value.  

 

Mutual information (MI) calculation 

 

The Mutual information between two random variables MI (X, Y) is a way of measuring               

how the uncertainty of one of the random variables (X) is reduced once the other is known                 

(Mousavian et al., 2016). It is also known as a measure of independence between two               

random variables, which, unlike the linear correlation coefficient, is sensitive to dependencies            

that do not manifest in covariance (Kraskov et al., 2004). These properties make mutual              

information a very useful tool for understanding the role of clustering within chemotaxis signal              

processing. We chose as variables to calculate the MI, the ligand (Lt) and an area under the                 

curve associated with the amount of Ap over time (areat) given a particular attractant input.               
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The value of the ligand depended on what type of input we were using. For input 1, it                  

corresponded to the jump value (l2) and for the other two inputs, the initial value (l1). To                 

choose an area that was biologically relevant for us, we took into account that E. coli senses                 

its environment every 4 seconds, so the area corresponding to that time was taken after the                

change in concentration of the ligand. 

Each simulated cell had a different stimulus chosen as described above for each input.              

Despite the fact that the references we used to know if the model behaved as expected used                 

between 700 and 1000 cells per experiment, to make calculations from information theory,             

thousands or hundreds of thousands of data are necessary, so we repeated several times              

the MI calculation for different population sizes. 

The traditional method to compute Mutual Information follows the Eq. 5. However, this cannot              

be applied to our data since the type of data we used for simulations will never converge if                  

this method is used. So we decided to use the KSG estimator proposed by Kraskov et al.                 

(2004) that uses distances to the k-th nearest neighbors of points in the data set to detect                 

structures in the probability distribution and calculate Mutual Information. The authors of            

these studies also proposed an analytical approximation when both variables follows a            

Gaussian distribution : ( Itrue=-0.5*log2(1-ρ2) ) where ρ es the correlation between the two              

variables.  

(x, ) (x, )log( )I y = ∑
 

states
P y P (x,y)

P (x)P (y) Eq. 5 

 

 

Itrue calculation allowed us to have a reference value for the Mutual Information calculations,              

even if the distributions for both variables does not follow a normal distribution. 
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Respect the error estimation for mutual information, techniques that involve resampling           

would generally be used to calculate the error associated with this type of data, which is                

problematic for estimating information since it would be overestimated. That is why we used              

a method proposed by Holmes & Nemenman (2019) to calculate the variance of the              

estimator used. 

 

Results  

Model equations and parameter fitting 

 

Equations 6,7 and 8 models total protein concentrations (CheA, CheB and receptors,            

respectively) the first term, α, represents basal production. The second term is degradation             

due to cellular division.  

Eq. 6 

Eq. 7 

 Eq. 8 

The number of receptors was averaged over time because the change between the 4 states               

is too fast. Both T1 and T3 represent demethylated receptors, but the first is unbound to the                 

attractant and the second is not. On the other hand, T2 and T3 represent the methylated                

receptors, but T3 includes the ones that have the ligand bounded. kbn and kunb are the rates at                  

which the ligands are associated or dissociated to the receptors.  

Eq. 9 
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Eq. 10 

Eq. 11 

Eq. 12 

 

 

The equation that describes CheA phosphorylation over time includes terms that describe the             

contribution to receptor state to autophosphorylation (ACT). This term is also the one that is               

diminished under the effect of the parameter “clust” added in the model with clustering. The               

two terms indicating decrease in the amount of Ap are given by the donation of the                

phosphate group to both CheY and CheB. The rates associated with these two processes              

are Cy and kb respectively. 

 Eq. 13 

 

 Eq 14 

 

 Eq.15 
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Eq 16 models transient compound formation between CheR and the receptors (RTdm).            

Although this compound lasts very little, it is in great abundance within the chemotaxis              

process and plays an important role in its dynamics. 

   Eq.16 

With eq. 17 we modeled receptor methylation by transient compound. In this model we              

assumed that the receptors can only be methylated once and that the chemical species              

responsible for its formation will be the transient compound described in the previous             

equation. In addition, the amount of methylated receptors can be lowered due to its              

demethylation by CheB. 

       Eq. 17 

Finally, the equation that describes the CheB phosphorylation includes two terms that            

describe the increase of this protein by phosphorylation due to CheA and its decrease due to                

the spontaneous loss of the phosphate group. 

         Eq.18 

After having all the equations in the model and did a literature search of the parameters(table                

1). All the values we found were measured experimentally except one that was consistent for               

the CheB demethylation rate. We adjusted this value along with 4 more parameters to fit the                

model to experiments we has as reference. For kdm, we could see that the conditions under                

which this biological constant was measured varied greatly, making it difficult to find a single               

value that can be applied to this model. To solve this situation, we took into account that the                  

time in which this bacterium takes to adapt is reported to be 200 seconds. The next two                 

parameters that we adjusted were k1 and k2 that are related to the four possible states that                 

we assume for the cell. Experimental value of this one correspond to a range rather an exact                 
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value, so we modified it always respecting those boundaries. For k2 we did not find a value                 

since the type of assumptions from which the constant comes out are related to              

mathematical models, so it has not been of much interest to measure it experimentally. The               

last pair of parameters that we adjusted were the ligation and unbinding of the attractant to                

the receptors. For these constants, several values were also found since this has             

assumptions such as the volume in which the cell is, which can drastically change its value                

depending on the study. Therefore, we take advantage of the fact that the quotient between               

these parameters must be around 20,000 bindings and detachments per second to adjust the              

values according to the needs of the model. 

  

Before moving on to parameter settings, we decided how fast the change should be when               

changing the concentration of ligand in the input. This is relevant because the preliminary              

simulation results showed that a small variation in the slope of the concentration change,              

visibly affected the Ap path over time (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Ap path as a function of time for preliminary simulations that do not include                
parameter adjustment. The orange line represents a ± 35 uM change in concentration in 50               
seconds (orange line) versus a change in 100 s (yellow line). This shows how the velocity in                 
the ligand concentration change can significatively the response observed.  

In order to make a decision, we made a velocity profile of the ligand concentrations external                

to the cell, which is shown in Figure 2. In this profile, the maximum speed reached                
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corresponded to vmax=0.01 m/s (tmax=5*10-4s) and a minimum of vmin=1.85 *10-5 m/s)            

(tmin=1*10-1s). The times in parentheses correspond to the time it would take for the cell to                

feel the concentration change mentioned above. Because the times are much less than 1              

second, it was assumed that the change in concentration was going to be instantaneous. 

 

 

Figure 2. Two-dimensional velocity profile of ligand concentrations around the cell make with             
COMSOL. Units are in m/s. Cell volume was fixed to 1 ft. Note that the difference between                 
the higher velocity and the lowest is < to 0.01 m/s. This indicates that the change in                 
concentration should be instantaneous. For further details of the calculations refer to the             
main text.  

 

To make the adjustment of parameters we took as reference the experiments of Paulick &               

Sourjik, (2018). More specifically, those presented in Figure 2a of that study. We extracted              

the data using WebPlotDigitalizer and compared it with our deterministic simulation as shown             

in figure 3. We used the same experimental conditions shown in the study: change in               

stimulus, ΔL = 65 to 100 uM. With these values we calculated the reduction value in Ap due                  

to clustering corresponding to those conditions (clust = 0.9). The results obtained are             

summarized in figure 3. In these graphs, it is observed that if we achieved an adjustment for                 
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the amplitude of the response, we could not achieve it for the level and time of adaptation. As                  

reported in the literature, the second aspect is much more important, so we decided to               

prioritize this characteristic over the amplitude of the response. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Most relevant results of parameter fitting. Experimental data (purple line),            
deterministic simulation data (yellow line). In the first case, amplitude of the response was              
not achieved, unlike the second parameter adjustment, were we have closer values to             
experimental amplitude but the adaptation time was sacrificed to achieve that. The            
parameters fitted for our simulation were kdm, kbn, kunb, k1, k2, k3 and Tm.  

Once the corresponding adjustment was made, this was implemented in stochastic           

simulations. A summary of the results of all simulations made for the conditions of the               

reference experiments is shown in figure 4. Note that after the second peak our simulations               

do not reach the same level as the experimental data. We initially observed this behaviour in                

the deterministic results (see figure 3.) To check if our model was reproducing perfect              

adaptation we compared the number of molecules when the system reached adaptation after             

the attractant addition and removal. In both cases the number of molecules was the same as                

the value before the stimulus (t=300s). Taking this into account we observe that adaptation in               

the experimental data used as reference is not exactly perfect . This is contrary to               

expectations for behavior that is traditionally known for chemotaxis. Since this property was             
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reported by Alon, Barkai & Leibler (1999), perfect adaptation has almost always been             

mentioned as one of the main characteristics of this system. 

 

 

Figure 4. Simulations made in this study for the initial conditions shown in the experiments by                
Paulick & Sourjik, (2018). Experimental data (green line), deterministic simulation (purple           
line), stochastic simulation for one cell (orange line), stochastic simulation for 700 cells (blue              
line).Remember that the reference experimental data is populational, so it is expected that             
the simulations for a single cell have such a level of noise. In addition, when doing the                 
population simulation a reduction in noise with respect to the reference values is seen. This               
is mainly because our simulations do not include extrinsic noise given by experimental             
conditions. 

 

 
 

Note that the trajectory of single-cell stochastic simulation is the less similar to the              

experimental data. This behavior matched with our expectations since the intrinsic noise of             
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the cells causes them to behave individually in a different way. However, it is observed how                

its trajectory fluctuates around the experimental values. 

When doing the population stochastic simulation (purple line, figure 4) it was observed that              

the behavior was practically the same as that of the deterministic simulation. Note that the               

noise for the experimental trajectory is much higher than that obtained for the population              

stochastic simulation. 

 

Mutual information calculation 
 

We choose three different inputs that follow different distributions. We wanted to evaluate             

how the relatives values of Mutual Information can vary when the cells are exposed to               

different environmental escenarios. As literature reports, when the molecules in a medium            

present a diffusion from a constant source and homogeneous degradation it follows an             

exponential distribution that is why we expect better results with the third input (Clausznitzer              

et al., 2014).  

Input 1 has an initial fixed value followed by a random jump (μ=39000 molecules, σ=21000               

molecules). Results of this simulation for 20 cells are shown in figure 5. The corresponding               

MI calculations are presented in table 2. In the graphs that represent the trajectories of Ap                

over time, two main scenarios are seen: when the jump increases the concentration or when               

it decreases it. This causes the two types of trajectories observed in the upper panels in                

figure 5, one that decreases the amount of Ap and the other that increases it, correspondly to                 

the jump mentioned. Because it was necessary to have the same type of trajectory to be able                 

to compare the area under in the corresponding curve in the simulations, only the inputs that                

induced a decrease in the amount of Ap were taken into account. 
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Figure 5. Results of stochastic simulations of the system with clustering (upper left panel) 
and without it (upper right panel). Bottom panels shows input of the simulation, in this case, 
input 1. 
 

With the trajectories chosen following the mentioned criteria, the mutual information between            

the area under the curve described in the methods and the ligand jump corresponding to that                

trajectory was calculated. Note that the values for different population sizes are very similar              

to each other, indicating that the value of Mutual Information estimated (MIe) for the two               

variables is very close to the real value. It can also be seen that the MIe is higher for the                    

system without clustering, which is contrary to our hypothesis. 

 
Table 2. MI calculation for input 1 in simulations with clustering  and without it. KSG estimator 
was used to obtain the value Two population sizes simulated.  

number of cells MIe -clustering MIe- no clustering 

104 0.92 1.49 

105 0.96 1.57 

 
 

In the case of input 2, the initial value was random (μ=39000 molecules, σ=5000 molecules)               

followed by a fixed jump (10 000 molecules), Results of this simulation for 1000 cells are                

shown in figure 6. Note, that unlike the previous input, all the jumps represent an increase in                 

concentration. The range of CheAp values is also seen to increase when clustering is              
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included in the system. So in the left panel the trajectories seem to have more noise,                

although it is not necessarily true.  

  

 

 
 

 
 
Figure 6.Figure 5. Results of stochastic simulations of the system with clustering (upper left 
panel) and without it (upper right panel). Bottom panels shows input of the simulation, in this 
case, input 2. Although, an increase in signal noise appears to be seen in the system that 
includes clustering, note that the scales differ. What is observed is an increase in the range 
to which the cell responds. 

The corresponding MIe calculations of simulations presented in figure 6 are shown in table 3               

and 4. The second column has calculations of MI using the formula for Itrue explained in the                 

Methods. Although we did a normality test for each of the variables and for the area and the                  

results turned out to be non-normal, you can see how the estimated value (IMe) approaches               

the reference value as the number of cells increases. Also shown in the third column is the                 

variance of IMe, which decreases as the number of simulated cells increases. This is              

consistent with a decrease in the difference between the IMt and IMe values as the               

population size increased. Note also that IM increases significantly when the receptor            

clustering effect is included in the system. 
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Table 3. MI calculation using input 2 for a system with clustering. Three population sizes 
simulated. Variance of the KSG estimator. 

number of cells IMt IMe variance 

103 1.41 1.28 0.06 

104 1.43 1.42 0.02 

105 1.42 1.47 0.01 

 
Table 4. MI calculation using input 2 for a system without clustering. Three population sizes 
simulated. Variance of the KSG estimator. 

number of cells IMt IMe variance 

103 0.48 0.34 0.05 

104 0.48 0.41 0.02 

105 0.48 0.46 0.01 

 

In the last case, Input 3, has a initial random value  (μ=39000 molecules, σ=5000 molecules) 

followed by a proportional jump (1%). Results of this simulation for 20 cells are shown in 

figure  6. For the CheAp trajectories over time we see a behavior similar to that of input 2, in 

the case of clustering, a greater range of values reached by Ap is seen, and therefore the 

change of scale on the Y axis. 
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Figure 7. Figure 5. Results of stochastic simulations of the system with clustering (upper left 
panel) and without it (upper right panel). Bottom panels shows input of the simulation, in this 
case, input 3. Although, an increase in signal noise appears to be seen in the system that 
includes clustering, note that the scales differ. What is observed is an increase in the range 
to which the cell responds. 
 
Taking into account that the mutual information values tended to converge towards a single              

value as the number of cells increased, the calculations were made only for 105 cells. The                

corresponding MI calculations are presented in table 5. For this input a much larger              

difference between IM values that include clustering and those that do not is observed. On               

the other hand, the values for the variance of the estimate are very low and similar to each                  

other. Note that in this case, the most realistic one, our hypothesis is true and the difference                 

of Mutual Information between the two systems modeled is higher. 

 
Table 5. MI calculation for input 3 in simulations with clustering  and without it. KSG estimator 
was used to obtain the value of IMe.  Analytical approximation was used to obtain IMt value. 
Number of cells= 100000. Variance of the KSG estimator. 

 IMt IMe variance 

With clustering 1.29 1.35  0.01 

Without clustering 0.22 0.23 0.01 

 
 
 

Discussion 

Adaptation is one of the mechanisms that allows organisms to correctly sense their             

environment. We studied how receptor clustering affects the signal processing in Escherichia            

coli Chemotaxis, intracellularly and in a quantitative way. We also provided evidence of how              

this mechanism in receptors aids in cell adaptation. To do that, we developed a mathematical               

model of the signaling path using differential equations from which we did deterministic and              

stochastic simulations. Since we were only interested in intracellular signal processing, our            

model included all the proteins involved in the path from the receptors to the phosphate               
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groups donation by CheA to CheY. Our deterministic simulations allowed us to verify that the               

adaptation was not exactly perfect, at least for the analyzed experimental data, as is normally               

assumed for Chemotaxis. With the results of stochastic simulations we were able to calculate              

the Mutual Information between the area under trajectory curve, four seconds after receiving             

the stimulus, and the ligand concentration. By simulating cells in an environment showing a              

distribution of ligands normally found in nature, we obtained an increase in Mutual             

Information when clustering was added to the system. This showed us, in addition to an               

increase in the information that the bacterium is capable of processing, that thanks to              

receptor clustering there is an increase in the dynamic range to which the cell is able to                 

respond and therefore adapt. 

The structure on which we build our model is based on some assumptions of the Barkai &                 

Leibler (1997) model. Two of these assumptions are that CheB can only demethylate active              

receptors and that CheR is always saturated and can methylate both active and inactive              

receptors, whether or not ligand is bound. These assumptions were modified a little when              

applied to our model since the receptors can only be methylated at a single site, which                

implies that CheR can only methylate when there are no methyl groups attached to the               

receptor and CheB will only be able to act on the previously methylated receptors. In wild                

type cells, receptors present multiple methylation sites depending on their function (Paulick &             

Sourjik, 2018). The Barkai & Leibler model also shows that CheB could remove methyl              

groups regardless of its phosphorylation status. As we found in literature that this rarely              

happened (Becker et al., 2015) we placed the restriction so that only the phosphorylated              

CheBs were capable of demethylating the receptors. Within the model, for the receptors, we              

assumed three possible states of activity, a single type of them present in the membrane               

(Tar),  and that receptors would always be in a steady state. 

Regarding how the model works, we showed that it can reproduce experimental results for              
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the CheAp trajectory over time with great precision. The only aspects that have to be               

improved are the exact values of the amplitude of the response and the level of adaptation                

when the amount of ligand is lowered. As part of the first mentioned aspect, we believe that it                  

could be explained by the stochasticity of the cells and the noise that may come from the                 

experimental conditions, a characteristic that was also taken into account to prefer the             

adaptation time over the amplitude of the response. Regarding the level of adaptation             

reached after lowering the concentration of attractant, as mentioned above, we corroborated            

that our model had perfect adaptation. This allowed us to observe that, unlike what the               

authors mention, that the initial level was not reached for the second adaptation. This can be                

explained taking into account a phenomenon called imprecise adaptation that occurs when            

the change in ligand concentration is very large (Clausznitzer et al., 2010). Although the              

change in concentration is not large enough to affect the first adaptation, it could be at the                 

limit where the cell manages to adapt to the initial level. It has even been reported that                 

imprecise adaptation could help the cell prevent it from accumulating toxic concentrations of             

certain amino acids such as serine and cysteine (Neumann et al., 2014). 

  

It should also be mentioned that our stochastic simulation shows some of the same              

limitations as the deterministic one; however, we saw that the behavior we wanted to imitate,               

the average over the population. In single-cell simulations we observed that the behavior             

deviates from reference experiments but it was always fluctuating around the average. When             

we obtained the mean over 700 cells, we saw how the population noise decreased with               

respect to the individual noise. When compared to the experimental noise, it can easily be               

seen that the one corresponding to the stochastic simulation was much less. The main              

reason for this behaviour is because in biological systems there are two main types of noise:                

the intrinsic, that is inherent to the signaling system we are studying, and the extrinsic, that is                 
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due to random variations in environmental conditions. For the simulation shown in figure 4              

we only saw the variation due to intrinsic noise, unlike the data of Frank & Vaknin (2013) that                  

includes the extrinsic noise and the noise given by the experimental conditions. Even so, the               

noise presented by these experiments seems curious to us, because as reported by Vaknin              

& Berg (2004), the noise in individual cell does not seem to be so great to be that noisy in the                     

average of 700 bacteria as shown in Frank & Vaknin (2013) results, which points to               

experimental issues. 

  

We did the mathematical formalization to integrate the clustering effect into our model using              

experimental data from Frank & A.Vaknin (2013). The results of the mentioned study             

presented two dynamics for receptor packaging when exposed to prolonged stimuli. First, a             

very fast dynamic occurs, and the system reaches almost half of the maximum packing, after               

which, the cell will logarithmically reach the maximum level if there is a sufficiently long               

stimulus. Although we focus on the first part of the dynamics, our results showed that there is                 

indeed a significant effect on the amount of information that the cell can process from the                

environment. However, it should be noted that exploring this second dynamic would also be              

important to help understand the role of clustering. The authors mention, a recent article, that               

this dynamic is logarithmic, slower and time dependent (Vaknin, 2014) 

  

With the analysis from information theory we were able to obtain three main results. The first                

of these is related to system input. Our results showed that the cell appears to be optimized                 

to take advantage of information from certain distributions in the environment. When we used              

input 1 we obtained a smaller amount of information for the clustered system. We believe this                

is because that distribution of ligands in the environment is not of biological interest since a                
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concentration setting like that of input 1 is highly unlikely to occur in nature. A distribution like                 

that would indicate that there is a initial value for the ligand that is highly probable compared                 

with other concentrations. Having a distribution of ligands from which it is possible to obtain               

more information, it is important for the cell to save energy and avoid sensing possible inputs                

that are not versatile and that do not help the cell to sense which is the most favorable                  

concentration gradient (Schoch, 2019). 

  

The second result that we want to highlight is that once distributions that are easier to find in                  

nature are put as inputs, the values of Mutual Information were biologically reasonable. This              

is the case of inputs 2 and 3 that started at a random level given by a Gaussian distribution.                   

In both cases, we could see an increase in the Mutual Information when we added the                

clustering effect, which indicates that this component in the path increases the correlation             

between the increase in ligand concentration and the amount of CheAp. This increase             

between the correlation of these two variables causes an increase in the dynamic range to               

which the cell can respond. This is important because chemotaxis can exhibit a dynamic              

range of up to five orders of magnitude for certain amino acid attractants (Sourjik &               

Wingreen, 2012) (Mesibov et al., 1973). It is believed that the adaptation time for the system                

should have been evolutionarily calibrated so that the bacteria that take too long to adapt               

cease to be chemotactic since they could not have information about the change in the               

concentration gradient. On the other hand, if the cell adapted very quickly, the accuracy of               

the response could be compromised. (Macnab & Koshland, 1972). 

If there were no mechanisms to optimize the time it takes for adaptation, the signaling system                

would be easily saturated, since chemotaxis has been shown to have amplifications of 35              

fold over the level of sensed ligand. (Sourjik, 2004). The adaptation due to CheR and CheB                

is the best known and characterized. However, for several years, evidence has been             
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presented that with these two proteins adaptation can be in several layers (Clausznitzer et              

al., 2010) and these mutual information values give evidence that this adaptation may also              

be due to clustering effects. Finally, it is important to highlight that input 3, which represented                

a proportional increase in ligand jump, was the one that most presented an increase in               

relative Mutual Information when clustering was added (ΔMIe = 1.1217 nats). Instead, the             

difference for the input with the fixed jump was ΔMI = 0.9351 nats. This agrees with what is                  

expected, since in a normal environment for bacteria it is very common for molecules to               

follow an exponential distribution described by this type of proportional jump. 

 

Conclusions 

Escherichia coli uses chemotaxis to swim toward or against the concentration gradients            

of certain chemicals that are of interest in its metabolism. For this, it not only includes a                 

signaling system that allows it to sense concentrations and couple them to the movement of               

the bacterium, but it allows a short-term memory to remember that the cell is moving towards                

favorable concentration gradients. This last characteristic, achieved thanks to CheR and           

CheBp, causes a well-studied phenomenon called adaptation. In addition to the           

aforementioned effect, a phenomenon called clustering occurs at the beginning of the            

signaling path that occurs when the receptors organize in big groups at one of the cell's                

poles. This phenomenon is known to cause positive feedback making it more sensitive to              

ligand concentrations in the environment. The results we present support our hypothesis that             

receptor clustering has an additional adaptation effect to that traditionally known. Our Mutual             

Information results allowed us to quantitatively measure that effect. This can be reflected             

biologically by increasing the range of concentrations to which the cell can respond to. 
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Although the model we used reproduces the expected behaviors for chemotaxis in E.             

coli quite well, the results could be improved considering that the receptors have multiple              

methylation sites. As for the analysis made with Information Theory, there are still aspects              

that are interesting to explore for the problem raised here. For example, to study if the                

differences in the mutual information are maintained throughout the trajectory since this            

would allow us to know the role of clustering over time. The above can also be explored if the                   

second clustering dynamic, that we did not included in this study, is taken into account, which                

would give us a much broader picture of the role of clustering in signal processing in                

chemotaxis. 

Data availability 

Matlab codes used in this study can be found in this repository: 
https://github.com/PaulaSiauchoU/Chemotaxis 
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Supplementary material 

Table 1. Biological parameters used in our mathematical model.  
 
Parameter 
name Value Units Description Reference 

a 1/60 1/s 
basal protein 
production (Alon, 2002) 

At 6,700 ± 1,100 molec/cell 
Total amount of CheA 
per cell (Li & Hazelbauer, 2004) 

Bt 240 ± 10 molec/cell 
Total amount of CheB 
per cell (Li & Hazelbauer, 2004) 

Wt 6,700 ± 890 molec/cell 
Total amount of 
CheW per cell (Li & Hazelbauer, 2004) 

Rt 140 ± 10 molec/ul 
Total amount of 
CheR per cell (Li & Hazelbauer, 2004) 

Yt 8,200 ± 310 molec/ul 
Total amount of CheY 
per cell (Li & Hazelbauer, 2004) 

pB 1 s^-1 
dephosphorylation 
rate of CheB (Bray et al., 1993) 

km 0.05-0.1 s^-1 Methylation rate (Sourjik & Berg, 2002) 

kB 0.00166 cell/(molec*s) 
phosphorylation rate 
of CheB due CheA) (Bray et al., 1993) 

k1 5-20 s^-1 

authophosphorylati
on rate of CheA 
(receptor's most 
activate state) (Sourjik & Berg, 2002) 

k3 0.043 s⁻¹ 

authophosphorylati
on rate of CheA 
(receptor's less 
activate state) (Pan et al., 2017) 

cY 650 +-200 s^-1 
phosphorylation rate 
of CheY due CheA) (Stewart*, 1997) 

g 0.000416666 1/s degradations rate due (Alon,2002) 
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6667 cellular division 

nt 10000 Unidades 
average amount of 
receptors in E.coli (Tu, 2013) 

k_unb 70 s⁻¹ 
disociation constant 
for Tar receptors (Albert et al., 2004) 

k_bn 70 uM^-1*s^-1 
ligation constant 
Tar receptor (Albert et al., 2004) 

 
 
Results of the distributions and correlations of the variables analyzed for each of the              

inputs 

Input 2 

● Without clustering  

 

Figure S1. Distributions for the ligand (right) and the area under the associated curve (left).               

The red line represents the normal fit for each distribution. 
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Figure S2. Scatterplot for the ligand and area under the associated curve. The correlation              

value for the two variables is found in the legend. The value at the top of the graph                  

corresponds to the Mutual Information of the two variables analyzed. 

Clustering included 

 

Figure S3. Distributions for the ligand (right) and the area under the associated curve (left).               

The red line represents the normal fit for each distribution. 
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Figure S4. Scatterplot for the ligand and area under the associated curve. The correlation              

value for the two variables is found in the legend. The value at the top of the graph                  

corresponds to the Mutual Information of the two variables analyzed. 

Input 3 

Without clustering 

 

Figure S5. Distributions for the ligand (right) and the area under the associated curve (left).               

The red line represents the normal fit for each distribution. 
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Fig S6. Scatterplot for the ligand and area under the associated curve. The correlation value               

for the two variables is found in the legend. The value at the top of the graph corresponds to                   

the Mutual Information of the two variables analyzed. 

Clustering included 

 

 

Figure S7. Distributions for the ligand (right) and the area under the associated curve (left).               

The red line represents the normal fit for each distribution. 
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Figure S8. Scatterplot for the ligand and area under the associated curve. The correlation              

value for the two variables is found in the legend. The value at the top of the graph                  

corresponds to the Mutual Information of the two variables analyzed. 
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